
SCHOOL COUNCIL MEETING 

Date 03/05/2023 

Present Mrs Iqbal, Eesa Javed, Khadija Iqbal, Zunaira Shafiq , Sana Bano, Amina 
Majid, Zakariya Faisal, Haider Ali, Imaan Yusaf and Mohammed Haseeb 
Ali. 

 
 Mrs Clarke attended the meeting to ask the children to speak to their classes for some 
suggestions for our school rules based on our school values: honesty, ambition, friendship, 
respect, responsibility and resilience. All classes have been given a form to complete. These will 
then be passed back to Mrs Clarke and SLT.  
 Mrs Taylor attended our meeting today and the children had lots of questions for her.  
 The year 6 children would like an end of year party to celebrate their time at Bradley. I have 
spoken to Miss Quadri, who is arranging something.  
 The children have asked for the basketball hoops in the top yard to be repaired – Mrs Taylor 
has asked Mr Grimes to do this.  
 The netball hoop isn’t in the best location in the yard as the balls keep landing on the roof so 
it will be moved to a better location.  
 The children have asked if they can have two sessions of PE every week – this is probably 
going to go ahead from September.  
 I have spoken to Mrs Stephenson, who will arrange a box of books for the yard now the 
weather is improving. The school council will collect and return the box each lunch time.  
 The children would like more tennis balls on the yard – we go through huge amounts of 
tennis balls so Mrs Taylor will look into this.  
 Following requests for a baking club, Miss Tahier is happy to run a club for years 5 and 6.  
 Lots of children have asked for a rounder’s club so I will speak to Mrs Clarke to see if she has 
any availability.  
 The children would love to have more theatre companies and visitors in school.  
 There have been requests for new after school clubs, such as: dodgeball, basketball and 
bench ball.  
 The year 6 children aren’t always getting a dessert when it’s their turn for lunch as the 
kitchen run out so they often have to have fruit or yoghurt. Mrs Taylor will speak with Alyette 
regarding this.  
 The children have asked if they can have bigger football nets in the top yard and if they can 
have portable nets in the bottom yard. They have also asked about Astro turf in the top yard – 
Mrs Taylor will look into costings for this. We can also see if there’s any way of getting some 
funding for this.  
 The boys’ toilets aren’t being looked after properly so Mrs Taylor will speak to the children 
during assembly to remind them to aim more carefully!  
 There appears to be lots of children bringing gum into school and it has been found under 
tables – again Mrs Taylor will speak to children during assembly regarding this.   
 Mrs Taylor is looking into refurbishing all the bathrooms at some point.  
 The chairs in year 4 are squeaky so I’ll ask Mr Grimes to take a look at them – it may be that 
some of the screws need tightening.   
 The children have asked for the salad bar again – I have spoken to Alyette and she has 
promised she will get it restarted.  
 Year 3 have asked if Mr Smith can run a lunchtime club for them. I will ask him to speak to 
the year 3 teachers.   
 The children have asked for some new books for their classrooms – Mrs Taylor will see if we 
have some funds available for this.   

 
Thank you to all of the children for all of their contributions. 


